
 

 
 

 
Unruly uses emotional data to deliver brand-safe awesome advertising to 1.2bn 
people. We win minds and steal hearts through the power of a data-driven video 
marketplace.  
 
Our superpower is the emotional data solution, UnrulyEQ, with a decade’s proprietary 
data and tech, machine learning and people-powered intelligence.  
 
By combining data, audience intelligence and unique frameworks developed with the 
world’s leading academics, Unruly can optimise content for different formats, build 
effective custom audiences and deliver better campaign ROI at scale.    
 
Unruly was the first vendor to bring emotional intelligence to video advertising, brought 
header bidding technology to outstream video and is a founding member of the Global 
Alliance for Responsible Media. We’re integrated with the world’s largest DSPs and 
offer the broadest range of video ad formats on the market. We work with 95% of the 
AdAge 100 and 82% of video views are delivered across Comscore 1,000 sites.  
 
Founded in 2006, Unruly is part of News Corp (Nasdaq: NWS, NWSA; ASX: NWS, 
NWSLV) with Unrulies located across 15 locations worldwide.  
 
Don’t just reach people. Move people.  
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About Unruly 
This boilerplate is correct as of October 2016. 
 
We are Unruly! 
 
Unruly gets videos seen, shared and loved across the open web for brands that want to move 
people, not just reach people. 
 
By bringing emotional intelligence to digital advertising, we help 91% of Ad Age 100 brands 
inform and inspire 1.44bn people around the world, using polite outstream formats on sites 
that people love. UnrulyX, the viewable video SSP, creates better ad experiences for 
consumers, improved brand outcomes for advertisers and increased revenues for top-flight 
publishers. 
 
Emotion matters in marketing. Emotion creates values and sets preferences. Inspires action. 
Drives sales. Unruly has a decade's data of consumer responses to video and uses that to 
hone content, model audiences and deploy ad dollars in ways that heighten emotional 
response and maximise brand impact. 
 
Unruly was founded in 2006 and acquired by News Corp in 2015. With 300 Unrulies across 20 
locations worldwide, our super power is emotional intelligence and our secret weapon is 
passionate people on a mission to #DeliverWow. 
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